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ABSTRACT
In order to expand the base of foreign language study

in an increasingly international society, a general curriculum guide
to.Russian instruction has been developed for all grades from
kindergarten through junior college. The guide provides for the
coordination of language programs at all grade levels within a school
system. The guidelines, which describe learning objectives, teaching
strategies, suggested activities, evaluation, and both textual and
nontextual resource materials for all educational levels, are grouped
into sections for grades K-6, 7-8, 9-12, and for junior and community
colleges. Development of students' expected mastery of the Russian
language and culture is traced in an outline of sequential language
instruction programs. Emphasis is given to individualized instruction
and the development of listening, speaking, reading, and writing
skills. A bibliography and a list of sources of audiovisual and other
instruction materials are appended. (CK)
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INTRODUCTION

Guidelines for Foreign Language Education in the Seventies was

inspired by the need for change in foreign languages at a time when

humanistic and educational values are being questioned. The philosophy

that languages are best learned when begun in early childhood and

continued over a span of years forms the basis for developing these

guidelines which include all levels of the school system from

kindergarten through grade twelve. As part of the continuum in foreign

language studies, consideration was given to community colleges in an

attempt to unify language programs at that level.

The new guidelines are designed to improve. expand end broaden the

base of foreign language learning to meet present day needs. They

provide for fully articulated and sequential programs in the languages

most commonly taught in Illinois schools, French, German, Italian, Latin,

Russian and Spanish, and were formulated by a committee of master teachers

in each of these languages. They may serve to provide direction for

colleges rind univerr,ities which train teachers for the elementary, junior

and sensor high schools. Likewise, they may serve as a model for

developing ethnic language programs in Illinois and may be used in

continuing education programs. They are intended to establish a solid

be.se for foreign language study as an integral part of the core

curriculum.

The culture component which has been written into the guidelines

will take students beyond the structure of the language they are

le



studying and will acquaint them with the habits, customs and values of

the people in their everyday environment from historic times to the

present. It offers an opportunity for cross-cultural studies in a

pluralistic society and emphasizes the affective domain as well as the

cognitive.

Much thought was given to suggested approaches in methodolov.

Emphasis is being placed on the psychological aspect of foreign language

learning through individualizing instruction. The development of the

student's talents and interests in acquiring the skills of listening,

speaking, reading, and writing another language is a vital objective.

The importance of second language learning for every child in the state

and the benefits derived from it are clearly set forth in A New Rationale

for the Teaching of Foreign Languages in Illinois: A Humanistic View

which preceded the writing of Guidelines for Foreign Language Education

in the Seventies.

New programs with insight into career education and personal

enrichment are important to meet the current need for foreign languages

in national and international relations. Teachers are encouraged to

collaborate with their colleagues in other disciplines to develop programs

which include the basics of language 1..arning, pronunciation, functional

grammar and vocabulary. These programs should ue adapted to the

particular course, and should be practical and sufficient for the

student's needs.

For the enthusiastic teacher who is aware of the importance of

foreign languages and sensitive to the needs of students, the new

guidelines should provide incentive, motivation and oppcxtunities for



creativity in foreign language study. II: is hoped that creative teachers

will introduce mini-courses to stimulate the desire for second language

learning in students not enrolld in regular programs. Where there is

team teaching in related subject areas, units for individualization of

instruction may be included in learning activity packages designed to

arouse interest and increase motivation for foreign language study.

At s time when Illinois is engaged in a national public relations

program to bring foreign languages to the "market place," Guidelines for

Foreign Lanruage Education in the Seventies is a step ia the right

direction in bringing about change in foreign language education in

Illinois. It is the firm belief of foreign language educators .hat the

maturity of our country can be best aemonstrelted by the ability of its

people to appreciate, understand and speak *Ite languages of their

forefathers and respect the languages and ,..Altures of other peoples in

the American mosaic.



FOREWORD

The role of Foreign Language education in the United States is

becoming vitally important in everyday living. Through the study of

languages, students gain the rich experience of real communication with

other human beings and an understanding of individual differences to the

extent, perhaps, that no other discipline can offer. It prepares them

with a mature response to tie diversity of world cultures and the needs

of our. American pluralistic society. Learning language is learning people!

In an age when people are seeking identity and wishing to rediscover

their roots, world communities are awakening to the necessity of learning

about themselves, as well as the cultures and languages of their neighbors.

To meet this challenge, educators should engage in bringing about a

change in attitudes and emphases in foreign language education to insure

its benefits to all Americans.

Guidelines for Foreign Language Education in the Seventies provides

an opportunity for schools to participate in the Illinois experiment to

coordinate language programs and implement the study of languages in the

total curriculum at all levels of learning. This office is grawful to

the various committees of Illinois foreign language teachers for their

leadership and dedication in making these guidelines possible.

Michael J. Ba is

Superintendent of Public Instruction
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RUSSIAN GRADES K-O

Thl introduction of the study of foreign languages into the kindegarten
and elementfAry curriculum is vitally important for the mastery of a foreign

language. Students of this age are uninhibited, and have great ability to
imitate sounds and lea a automatically by mimicry. They are easily motivated

and receptive to learning by repetition.

Learning a foreign language at this level helps students gain insight
into languages and a better understanding of English. 'A acquaints them with

cultures other than their own in a unique and intimate way. It helps them
understand and appreciate people different from themselves, and for studerta
with Russian background, it keeps alive a pride in their Russian heritage.
Also, it establishes a sound foundation for advanced study of Russian in

later grades.

The ultimate sumiss of an elementary school Russian program depends in
large measure on the ray in which the foreign language skills acquired at this

level are utilized and further developed in the junior and senior high

schools. It is the duty of every Russian teacher in the elementary school
to word closely with the junior high school teachers in the district foz the

benefit of Ltndents. Smooth transition can :)e achieved between the different

levels by articulating programs. Individua) ized programs or special sectio4s
should be introduced to meet the needs, abilities, and interests of the

studients.

Learning Oblectivs: Grades K-3

Students should be able:

To demonstrate good listening habits and oral comprehension
of vocabulary and sentences within the student's range of

experience to approximately 250 words.

To pronounce correctly words appropriate to the grade level
and engage in simple dialogues relating to greetings, telling
ages, and naming colors.

Example:
KaK TB6R 30ByT? MeH5 30ByT

KTO 3T0? 3TC MOH porenb

To sing a selected group of cnildren's songs.

To read and understand words and simple phrases and

sencence.

To understand and appreciate basic aspects of Russian

heritage and tradition.

To demonstrate knowledge of sentence structure and
!orrect use of nouns, verbs and pronouns.

9
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To demonstrate a limited knowledge of culture and literature
of Russian-specking countries, including the family, home,
seasons, events of the year, towns and Iillages, school and
shopping, songs, rhymes, manners, poems, fairy tales, legends,
how children of the same age live, their daily routines, holi-
days, games and activities.

Teaching Strategies

Emphasis should be n tIte audio-lingual approach with as much
student participation and involvement as possible. The
atmosphere should be j3yful, playful, and personal, making use
of games, records, felt boards, films, filmstrips, competitions,
songs, dances, dramatizations, dialogues, tape recordings, guest
speakers from Russia, foreign exchange students, and club exchange
drawings.

The learning process should expose the students to new
vocabulary and should concentrate on presenting the material
through drawing, copying, filling in words, completing
sentences, and repeating correct Russian. Writing should be
delayed to the upper elementary grades.

LearningObjectives: Grades 4-6

Students should be able;

To demonstrate good listening habits and an understanding of
sentences and simple stories presented in Russian utilizing
audio-visual aids.

To ask and answer questions based on the student's experience
with s working knowledge of approximately 500 words by the sixth
grade.

To speak Russian with reasonably correct pronunciation, intonation,
and rhythm.

To maintain a simple conversation, using vocabulary already
presented tr, the class:.

To form answers and questions relating to familiar subject
matter. For example:

Myna TN Hatilb? R nty =mks

To describe pictures and scenes, sing songs, recite poems or parts
of stories with expression and correct intonation.

To read and comprehend elementary stories in Russian.

To write simple sentences, short storixls and paragraph3 within
the student's experience, using correct verb form and noun
endings, using correct spelling and punctuation.
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Suggested Activities

Among the standard activities useful in teaching basic language skills
are the following:

Listening to tape recordings of spoken Russian.

Oral and silent reading praCtice based-upon. materials in the text
and upon carefully selected supplementary readings.

Oral participation in skits and in mini-dramas.

Dictation of familiar materials.

Written descriptions of familiar materials.

Written descriptions of classroom objects, pictures, slides, and
scenes from films.

Carefully composed completion exercises.

Presentation of basic grammatical rules in English.

Presentation of cultural topics in English.

Frequent use of audio-visual aids, particularly of films which show
Moscow and Leningrad, the architecture of modern and old Russia,
and the more exotic areas of the Soviet Union.

Teaching Strategies

In keeping with the short attention span of students at this level, the
lessons should provide a variety of activities of short duration in order to
retain the student's interest and afford sufficient drill to achieve the

objectives.

Oral and silent reading should be delayed until students have firm control

of sound patterns. A conscious effort, however, should be made to emphasize
accurate pronunciation when t, student is introduced to reading from textual

materials.

Extensive utilization of audio-visuals at this level is very effective
in acquiring the listening-comprehension and speaking skills, and is highly

recommended.

The alphabet should be introduced gradually, and reading and writing held

to a minimum at this level.

Evaluation Process

The evaluation process should include the follo..;.ag areas:

Correct pronunciation

Asking and answering questions

11
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Vocabulary development

Following directions

Oral reading

Writing from dictation

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Non-textual:

Felt board, chalk and blackboard, crayons and colors

Picture books

Clippings from magazines

Tapes, filmstrips, slides, and records for instructional
purposes

Cultural films

Work sheets prepared by teacher (especially for K-3 level)

Supplementary:

Geis, Darlene, ed., Let's Travel in the Soviet Union (Chicago:
Children's Press, 1964).

Grimm, The. Brothers, The Bremen Musicians (Moscow: Detskaya, 1966).

Rubin, Rose, and M. Stilman, eds., A Russian Song Book (New York:
Random House, s.d.).
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RUSSIAN GRADES 7-8

As an intermediate stage between the elementary school and the senior
high school, the junior high school Russian program shows characteristics

of both. Junior high school students continue to enjoy active participation
in the form of games, songs and dramatization, but are also introduced to

foxmal grammar. The objectives should be adapted to the ability, needs,
and interests of the students at each grade level.

LISTENING AND SPEAKING

Learning ON ectives

Students should be able:

To comprehend the language spoken at normal classroom speed.
within the limits of the vocabulary and grammatical structures
presented in the text and by the teacher.

To reproduce simple sentences orally with acceptable pronunciation

and intonation.

To demonstrate orally proper stress placement on syllables.

OH rosopiT.

Cer6Ama

..0o correctly apply the rules of akan'e.

To pronounce vowel sounds correctly depending upon their position

in relation to word stress.

To pronounce reasonably correctly the soft consonants.

To use correct intonation patterns in statements and in questions

answerable by "Xta " or nieT ".

To form and answer simple questions based upon familiar material,

such as:

3ApascTugTe.
Kam nomcmsaeTe?
Cnacm6o, xopowo. A Ble
qT0 3TO?
KTO 3T0?
Y Te6R ecTB...?
'ITO TM Aenaemla
Tm rosopmml, nopyeme
Kam Te6R 30ByT?
Kaxoi ceromm Aemb?
KaKan ceroAms1 noroxta?
Kyxta TH Main?

To know basic counting one - twenty.

4 4
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To participate in such dialogs as appear in the textbook and retell
them in simplified form.

To use actively such basic grammatical concepts as:

gender
verb conjugations I and II in the present tense
attributive adjective agreement in nominative singular
the system of declensions of nouns
basic functions of the individual cases

atallata=LdjUa
Listening to tape recordings of spoken Russian.

Oral and silent reading practice based upon materials in the
text and upon carefully selected supplementary readings.

Oral participation in skits and in mini-dramas.

Teacher presentation using blackboard, overhead projector,
pictures, and charts

Oral and written structure drills.

Small group or individualized study, using study sheets.

Drill at the blackboard by part of the class while others
write at their desks.

Games: Russian Scrabble

- 1.5

"Round the World". This game may be adapted to many
kinds of drills. To use Russian-English vocabulary
drill as an example, the following rules apply: Students

sit either at their desks or in a circle. une student
takes a position behind the student in the first row. A

word is given in Russian, and the student who gives the
proper English translation mores to the next position.

The first student to go through the entire class is the
winner.

"Spill and Spell". This game can easily be constructed
by cutting 15 one-inch cubes of wood, constructing a
letter-frequency chart from the basic text, and printing
those letters on the faces of the cubes. Scoring and

rules can be made up by the students themselves.

"Baseball". Drills of various types must be arranged in

order of increasing difficulty. Students divide into

two teams and compete as follows. Student one from

team A tries for a home run. He must then complete four
steps (four drills) of increasing difficulty to get his

run. If he had tried for a single, he would need only
to complete the first drill, and a "double" would require

successful completion of two drills, as a "triple" would
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require three. If a student misses, he is "out". Three

"outs" brings the other team to bat, and the game may be
played for as many innings as time allows.

"Buzz". This game is useful in teaching numbers. Students

line up and are given a "buzz" number. Students then line

up and count off, but must say "buzz" instead of any
number divisible by that number or any number having that
numeral in the figure. For example, if seven is the "buzz"

number: ...15, 16, buzz, 18, 19, 20, buzz... Students who

either say the wrong number or say a number when they
should buzz, or buzz when they should say a number, are
out, and the game is played until only cle student remains.

Evaluation Process

Oral testing using questions related to the individual student

Oral testing on items of a general nature

Oral testing requiring the oral summarization in Russian of a
dialogue/conversation or narrative

Oral testing requiring the giving of directions

Ora) testing requiring the transformation of statements into
questions or commands

WRITING AND GRAMMAR

Learninfk Objectives

Students should be able:

Eo recognize and reproduce in script all letters of the Russian

alphabet, and to link them correctly in ,Titing.

To write correctly familiar sentences from dictation.

To write correct sentences demonstrating subject-verb agreement
and noun-adjective agreement in at least the nominative singular.

To conjugate correctly verbs belonging to group I and II.

To demonstrate correctly in writing basic functions of the

individual cases.

N. CTyzte9T manbumm,
G. 3To Kiimra cTy.rteinia.
D. 51 voly K vrynewry.
A F1 Brimy
I. a roBopto CO CT"IleHTOM.
P OH roBopviT o eTyilewre.

4t`
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Suggested Activities

Students practice reproducing in script Russian letters by copying
textbook material.

Students take dictation on familiar material.

Students perform written exercises reinforcing subject-verb agreement
and noun-adjective agreement.

WHIM %MTH HHHry.
Bepa roaop xopowo.
KpacHa nauna OTOKT Ha oTone.
Bonbm OKHO H KOISHaTe.

Students write descriptions of familiar objects, people, and activities.

Evaluation Process

Dictation by either filling in blanks as a passage is read, or full
dictation of previously studied material.

Students take English-Russian and Russian-English vocabulary quizzes.

Students take multiple-choice test on material covered.

Students translate full sentences from English to Russian.

CULTURE

Learning Ob &ectives

Students should be able:

To demonstrate a basic knowledge of the geography of the Soviet
Union.

To demonstrate some knowledge of past and present-day ways of
daily life in the Soviet Union.

To understand and tell about Russian customs and holidays.

To name a few important Russians and tell something about them.

Suggested Activities

Teacher presentations on cultural topics.

Viewing of films depicting life in the Soviet Union.

Students choose a topic from a teacher prepared list, reads
pertinent material reserved in the library, and gives a short
report in class.

4 144
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'ield trips to Russian cultural sites, local Russian church,
,ussian restaurants, artistic performances of Pussian dance,

:;;;ng.

Listen to and sing uLong with recordings of folk sonu.

:ltudents interview native Russians in the local communit;,.

:*.iients have: culturo assignments and present tholr

fi::dingz to the cl,w;:.

:It.udents who have been to the ^cviet Union mw tell about their

-x.2orienct,s.

!.,id,nts indicate en an outline map features of the Soviet Union

:Itulied in the course.

:7*.ult:nts talk or write about characteristics of objects or
1ehaviors that are typical of Russian culture.

c,tudents define such words as =via, Aepeanat CTygeHT, ytieHLIK
in terms of the Russian culture.

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

The teaching of Russian in grades seven and eight can be individu-
alized in respect to learning rate, method, course content and/or
instructional objectives. Since the first few weeks of beginning
instruction involve teaching basic phonetic contrasts and sound-symbol
correspondences which all students must master during this period,
individualization will be restricted primarily to pacing.

As the students progress, however, learning activity packets or
modules must allow thel:: to tailor their programs to their individual
needs or interests. For example, a student may choose between either
a deluctie or an inductive approach to a unit on Russian structure.
By selecting the corresponding learning activity packets, students can
emphasis partic!ular language skills, such as oral fluency or reading
ability to meet their needs and interests.
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RESOURCE MATERIALS

Basic:

Fayer, Mischa H., Basic Russian, 2nd ed. (New fork: Pitman
Publishing Corp., s.d.).

Liapunov, Marina, A-LM Russian (New York: Harcourt, Brace
Jovamvich, 1970 .

Supplementary:

Fayer, Mischa H., and Aron Pressman, Sim lified Russian Grammar
(New York: Pitman Publishing Corp., 19 3 .

Geis, Darlene, ed., Let's Travel in the Soviet Union (Chicago:
Children's Press,

Grimm, The Brotner:;, The Breme:1 X.,4sicians (Moscow:

Detskaia,

KehnPtn E., 4-!A , N--!w Contemccrar- ".7cviet
3t;r:..eF., (New Ift773:7777;(77:;71.7717t72771777-----

A :71%:.rt :2fPrence 3rammar, (Mozow:
Ecusta, 19t!G;.

A :' (N,!w

:

.c,r . t- 9 .-, 4.

. . .',.!

, (

- k- -

4 fl

't ; :



RUSSIAN GRADES 9 - 12



9-12

): J 01;001 1,0 very simil ar in !

Junior high progr There is 3 ess reliance on games, Jong:;

however, an.' more attention given to formal grammar.

In the senior high school, mini-courses altd ind5vidualized mateials
offer excA.lent opportunities fez meeting the diverse needs, e all students,
college bound or na. is highly recommended that students continue the
study of Russian throng,. all four years of high school, thcr in formal
classes cr by independen' study and individualization of instruction.

FIRST YEAR

LI2TENING AND SPEAKING

I,lrn ivos

sh.:.uld be able:

'An..iersts..nd and respond to elementary classroom commands.

tinTa:iTe, no:canyi.cTa!
TiepeuennTe C pyccKoro na aHritleicK:O.i;
:!ruvre K ;1OCKe!
n'imt!Te ynpaHeHme B TeTpann!
OTaega'xre Ha ace aonpocm no-pyccKm:

:.!: 1 ri.:..)r,1 roi.ri t.D Ittvzan-3 in i

%I n.'ar-::;r:r..),'. .;; f:'..'en
i -1:1

. 'in A V0101,%:.: 7.'01120

_ .:.; : ?. n a. w I !..r.

a:. in the ir.A year tt.,:

: r .. ne"1.;(.!.thly orri!;-t-,
: r_...:. -L. : , !hyt!..r. .Ltt rat r_ I

i

11.aK BM nowvinaeTe?
W!C Hosoro:

mis 13we1116ut?

11:44RTHO nOJNaKOMVTbeii.
<-1w 3:10n0Bb0?

-1;.:.'.n, ar

. 21
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ask %nil answer sinple question-, pertaining to ev-r/day r,opic:"
na,ti, Is inqui'les ql,lt family melfters, directions i a st nnge

a:. Jrderin mea; ;1: a restaurant.

To relate facts al,out familiar objects or situations.

To use correctly conventional idioms ivid expressio..s which have
been studied previously.

To participate in directed dialogue with acceptable accuracy and
speed.

Suggested Activitie3

Oral repetition of et excise drills, practiced aloud with partner
or partners.

students at out the dialogue or parts of the dialogue in front
of the class.

tuden4,s formulate questions to be answered by peers or the
eacher.

;:tudents participate in playing games and singing.

IIOpimii

:tildents act out mini-dramas based on the chapters in the textUooA.
1-rtaining to such t,pics as asking for direct: on;; in a strange

ordering meals in restaurants, making inquiries at the
train station.

by m...ltiple-choice questicns, body movem;.!nt,

',hrough drawin6, and Picture items.

;-r.h.m:".iation, intonation and stress threJugh mimicry,

7..!;r.Driztion, 'oral ...hi cues, reading, and wri*ten test.3.

:....;dents should be able:

kncu the letters of the Russian alphabet and their respective
ound al'ies within the scheme of Russian or'hography and in

relation to word stress.

. ..!1;mrehend while reading silently, without extensive trans-
.

reli ;.assa4- (...f familiar material.

2"
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To IL,L:rstand reco!..binati,:no f previously learned vocabula.7

raid .1trlictures.

To demonstrate an au-arLneol; of the syntacti" significance of

R.4ssiar ,ace endingo.

'o read with comprehension matrAgials containing a limited number
of unfamiliar cognates an.' new vocabulary or structural items.

suggested

Student associai.ec sounds and t)ymbc)ls by rep ling aloud with correct

pronunciation previously mcmorized dialogLs or narratives. The

text may appear on an sverilead transparency, the blackboard, or
the printed page.

Student reads the same materials changing single vocabulary items
successively until the whole passage has been changed.

Student reads recombined materials aloud. Such materials can be

used subsequenty for dictation.

Evaluation Process

Reading comprehension can be tested by rultiple-choice, true-and-

faJse, and appropriate-inappropriate items.

The degroe of correctness of the student's pronunciation and
intonation can be tested by utilizing a checklist while the
student reads aloud.

WRITING

Learn Objectives

The student should be able:

To recognize and reproduce in script all letters of the Russian

alphabet, aid to link them correctly in writing.

To write correctly familiar sentences from dictation.

To write correct sinr1c sentences demonstrating subject-verb and
n=inative noun - adjective agreement in the singular and plural.

M0TIOA0ii ManlotIVK mrpaeT B 4):/T60n.
Bepa nto6mT Rant°.
YAM npmroToBnmeT xopowak o6eA.
Ceronun xopowan norolla.
1.euywit.a TAAeT cnaTb.

-lem.-ntary rilez of ortiv:graphy and 1.1n-titatic.n.

a!A hay- Leon o.it,
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10 exorcis,..1 that ir.olve limple replacement, negatior.,
rh.v.go in appropriate erdings.

HHTaTh H lovra
TM 4HTa
Mb! 4HT8
OH 4HTa

KTO He ullTa ceronHa?
Btlepa a mHoro pa6oTa

Cuggested Activities

;.;tud,?nt copies familiar materials.

4cifint writes dictation.

::!tudent writes exercises involving simple replacement items.
negat',on, change of tense, supplying appropriate endings.

Ealuation I rceess

The t_ :aluation process should include:

r'.:2",ation by either filling in blanks as a passage is read, or
diotatio:: of previously studied materials.

:al or written ri lesticna on familiar topics to be answered in
writing in Russian.

GNMAR

Learning 1)bleties

::tdents sho-Ald be able:

T.; determine the gender and number of nouns in the nominative case.

re:7ogniz. asic parts of speech and their function in the
sentenee.

cDrItt!x*, recu1ar verbs of both conjugations
in at least the Iresent tense and the past tenses of selected verbs.

!; rv.ns, :2r-,:n)Ins, and 1.djectiw,3 in at least four ca.',00. in

.:ingular, and to understand the primary function of these cases.

-Lns*.r.lt negative sentences, using, double negatives where

1::!TeorRa iu H9 4HTaio.
:IKTO He 3ilEbT moro OpaTa.
Hattero He nomaw.



To understand and use three ways of indicating possession: with
possessive pronoun-adjectives, with the genitive case, and with
"In my p1:3sos:..ion there' type of constructions.

MO Z oTeu mHoro padoTaeT.
KHora wrynewra Ha cTone.
Y meHA meT AeBrams, KaK *aim!
Y Hero xpacrommg anTomo6sni2.

To understand the functions of the prepositions B, HA, and Y.

To understand the correct substitution of pronouns for nouns.

Zom TaM. OH TaM.
DIP vapTa? OHS Ha cTeHe.
°KOKO 501113m0e. OHO oTspmToe.
ARAR pa6oTaeT Ha 0a6pmse. OH yoTair.
ilBepb oaspmTa. OTspog ee.

To be aware of numerous English-Russian cognates and to recognize
them.

mama
nana
Tascm
TeaTp
namna
mamma
aBTom06mAla
naps
npoeccop
AOKTOp

Suggested Activities

T v'her presentation using blackboard, overhead projectors,
pictures, and charts.

Oral and written structure drills.

rndi7idnalizod stuly sheets.

analyis 'Ey st;Idents, nractice(i on simple sentric!e

1nd :Lras.!:, t,:xtb%:ok, or written on the blackboard.

fr.lm to Russian and Pl;lan tr)

!)ertinent graxamtical materlft:.

-ith-r filling in blanks a wsra:e is r2fti, _r

flII studie material.
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It is important to remember that in the initial stages of studying a
foreign .%guage, the acquisition of linguistic skills is in itself a
cultural :.bje-tive. A people's language is the most complete expression
o: its cul*:ure.

:Ilt'Idents should be able:

To demonstrate a basic knowledge of the geography of the Soviet
i!ri ion.

demonstrate scree knowledge of past and present-day ways of
daily life in the Soviet Union.

To underltand and tell about Russian customs and holidays.

22o name a few important Russians and.tell something about them.

Suggested Activities

Teacher presentations on cultural topics.

Viewing of films depicting life in the Soviet Union.

Students choose a topic from a teacher-prepared list, read
pertinent material reserved in the library, and give a short
report in class.

Field trips to Russian cultural sites, local Russian church,
7Assian restaurants, artistic performances of Russian dance,
ballet, song.

:Asten .to and sing along with recordings of folk songs.

Interview native Russians in the community.

Students have individual cultural assignments and present their
findings to the class.

Students who have been to the Soviet Union communicate their
knowledge and experiences to the class.

Frocess

Students indicate on an outline map features of the Soviet Union
ctudied in the course.

-r wri47 (.;f ,.)biortn cr

are typi::ai of Russian culture but different
r-.)m American.

ClIf
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Students define such words as jiatias xtepesHris ytieHmx, vry.rteHT
in terms of the Russian culture.

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

In the initial stages of Russian instruction the process can be
individualized in respect to ]earning rate, course content, and even
instructional objectives.

Beyond the phonetics stage, the individual student's program can be
tailored through learning packets, modules, or other plans 'o suit his
needs and ,interests. Some will be interested chiefly in oill fluency, some
in reading, some in translating, some in certain aspects of Russian life.

SECOND YEAR

LISTENING AND SPEAKING

Learning Objectives

Students will be able:

To comprehend familiar short sentences and phrases spoken at
normal conversational speed.

To respond correctly to short questions with near-native fluency.

To retell stories they have read, using correct grammar and
structures.

To express themselves orally, simply, and correctly, within the
framework of their vocabulary on general topics.

To begin to speak creatively, forming their own sentences, rather
than mimicking those they have heard before.

Suggested Activities

Student answers questions based on dialbgue, carries on a
conversation, paraphrases content of dialogues or short stories
in narrative form.

Student creates dialogue or narrative using familiar vocabulary
and structures when given a conversational stimulus either oral
or visual.

Student memorizes, recites, and discusses Russian poetry.

Eval,:ation irocess

Pronunciation, intonation, and fluency can be tested by having
groups of students hold a conversation in front of the class.
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Record, if-at all possible, students' conversations, and use
these recordings for students' self-evaluations.

Test speaking and understanding by using visual chart of actions,
places, and things as stimuli.

Test speaking and understanding by asking questions both of a
general as well as of a very specific nature. Response must be
appropriate to the context and correctly spoken.

READING

Learning Objectives

Students should be able:

To read familiar material from the printed page with moderate
fluency and with pronunciation approximating that of a native
speaker.

To read for comprehension at a moderate rate of speed, given
familiar vocabulary and constructions.

To use a passive reading vocabulary of approximately 1,200 to 1,600
words, deriving meanings from context without using the dictionary
until all other means have been exhausted.

Suggested Activities

Student reads intensively in class short readings of progressively
greater difficulty.

Student occasionally reads aloud short segments of ext.

Student learas in class how to read extensively materials con-
taining new vocabulary and structural items in context, and through
inference comprehends the main points.

Evaluation Process

Multiple choice tests in Russian on previously read material.

Multiple choice tests on unfamilar reading selections, answer items
being different from expressions found in the reading matter but
still familiar to the student.

Tests in which student answers in English orally or in writing
questions on assigned reading material.

The student translates underlined words or phrases in context.

C't 417%
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Learning Objectives

Students should be able:

To maintain and further develop previously learned writing skills.

To write from dictation previously examined material, applying
correct spelling.

To write answers to familiar questions.

To write summarics of selections that have been read.

To tagin to write creatively, forming their own sentences, rather
than mimicking those they have heard before.

Suggested Activities

Student formulates questions that are fully appropriate to nswers
provided by the teacher.

Student writes a simple paragraph on oral or visual stimuli.

Student rewrites a model paragraph, with changes in person, tense,
simple stylistic elements.

Student rewrites dialogue in narrative form or narrative in
dialogue form.

Student reads a brief selection dealing with everyday life and
writes a summary.

Evaluation Process

Dictation from previously studied material.

Paraphrasing previously studied material.

',,uestion-answer tests of various kinds.

Writing a short composition in class on a subject read or discussed.

GRAI1MAR

1,,?arn'nf.!

1:nw root:;, suffixes, and principles of word
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To have a basic understanding of the Russian case functions as
they apply to nouns, adjectives, and pronouns.

To conjugate common verbs in all tenses, and to demonstrate
correct subjectverb agreement in written and oral work.

To conjugate and use correctly reflexive verbs.

H ymbiliamob.
CTyAewria EcTpetiamTca Kanuag Aemb.
MaTb JIMICHTCH Ha =MR.

To understand and use correctly actual (determinate) and habitual
(indeterminate) verbs of motion.

Bepa KeaT Kmmry Aomog.
MBaH %MOTO HOCIAT Kumrx nomog.
CerOAHH OH neTHT B MOCKBY.
RSAR tlaCTO neTaeT B nemmiirpaA.
JleTm XOART B wKony.
MaTb HAT B wKony ceronms.

To understand the concept of aspect as it relates to verb tenses.

To distinguish perfective and imperfective infinitives given as
aspectual pairs.

nmeaTI, KanmcaTh
(IpaTb - BWITB
acTpeqaTh BeTpeTXTb

To distinguish between adverbs and long and short adjectives in
form and function in a sentence and to place them correctly.

DIBaH xopowo qmTaeT.
OH xopowmg eTyneKT.
-Hy m xopow ice Tu,- cKaaana Mawa.

To know cardinal and ordinal numerals.

To tell clock time.

uggested Activities

Students participate in oral and written completion and substitution
exercises.

Zstdents work in groups using charts and study sheets.

4 .!! .t.` : .L1 -rt4. -;ry ract with r i

structure drills.

:.;tudents practice structure analyses on available texts.
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Teaching Strategies

Teacher presentation

Peer group teaching

Laboratory experience

Group learning

Independent study and individualized instruction

Evaluation Process

Tests involving completion and substitution items.

KpacmB
41711"OH BMAKT X0 KHTUK.

Y Hac donbm mmona.
Y 14BaH maneHBH cecTpa.
Mu pa6oTaem otieHb xopow .

Bepa mneT meAneHH ., a 1/1BaH 6bICTp
R tug K 158.6y111K B AepeBH .

Tests involving proper choice of aspect of verb.

KEIXABat AeHb R (RATIO B micony.
Tenept. R (6exaTO Aomog.
Bu tieCTO (exam) B ropoe
CTyneHT mHorna (BaAaBaTI) Bonpoc.
Tenept. n 0114TeTb
R pice --717011KTeTb 3Ty KHKry.

Test understanding of word formation through word analysis
determining prefixes, roots, suffixes, endings.

Tests involving the correct choice between adverb or adjective.

CTyneHT pa6oTaeT otteHb xopom
OH xopom cTyneHT.
OH 6eNCHT 611ICTp
4eHb ceroAHH eBeTn cmseT conHue.
PaHo yTpoM, icorAa yxce 6uno cBeTn s BcTan.

Tests requiring the correct choice between long and short form

adjectives.

CULTURE

Learning Objectives

Students should be able:

To sing Russian folk songs. 31
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To name a few important Russians and tell something about them.

To react accordingly to authentic Russian social conventions in
ordinary situations, such as greetings, compliments, condolences.

To identify characteristics of Russian culture as they become
evident from films, travelogues, slides, pictures.

To recognize some of the outstanding landmarks of major Russian
cities and to know something about their cultural and historical
significance.

Suggested Activities

Students are assigned reports on the history of some of the major
Russian cities.

The teacher lectures on some of the outstanding Russian landmarks
while showing slides, filmstrips, or pictures. Students take notes.

Students are assigned outside reading on Russian customs and family
life.

Students are assigned outside reading on important Russians.

Evaluation Process

Students report their findings from outside reading to class.

Students demonstrate, orally or in writing, their awareness of
Russian cultural characteristics upon viewing films, slides,
travelogues.

Students act cut mini-dramas replicating situations that require
appropriate greetings, social attitudes, compliments, social
conventions.

Students tell, orally or in writing, about landmarks of major
Russian cities.

THIRD YEAR

In the third year, students continue mastering basic skills: listening,
speaking, reading anA writing. More common idiomatic expressions and voca-
bulary should be introduced in order to develop ease in comprehension and
usage of the language. This will also serve to provide a comfortable insight
into traditional and contemporary Russian cultural values.

Independent and/or individual study should be incorporated into the
program as an opc.prtunity to expand individual interests.

or,- Ird
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LISTENING AND SPEAKING

Loam

Students should be able:

To understand all previously studied material when it is recombined.

comprehend Lhe general content of disconnected and sustained
discourse.

To express themselves with moderate fluency.

To use correctly common idiomatic structures in oral work.

To participate in guided discussion on topics related to class
reading, visual experience, and extra-curricular activities with
appropriate questions, answers, or rejoinders.

To summarize short dialogues or narratives orally.

Suggested Activities

Student listens to recordings of stories, poetry, songs prepared
by native speakers. This is in addition to recordings which
accompany textbook.

Student participates in sustained conversations of increased length
and speed.

Student gives oral reports and summaries on familiar material.

Student expresses ideas orally using appropriate grammatical forms
characteristic of the language.

Students act out mini-dramas, simulated situations, such as at the
market, at a store, at the travel agcncy, much of which will
involve specific cultural content in terms of everyday life.

Evaluatim Proess

Studento ask and answer questions on the content of a rc,cordini
which they have just heard.

Studnts ;resent ,-)ral summaries of recorded conversations or
repor4,s, u:;ing a minimal number of rotes.

;!-akne skill by asking qiesti(ms on familiar topics,
ato:I'LL: which stud_nts have read previously. Evaluate trp.

-tr:.w-r.: in t. rm: c=and of vc.cabulary and structure,



READING

Learning Objectives

Student should be able:
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To read aloud familiar material with near-native fluency and with a
pronunciation approximating that of a native speaker.

To use the dictionary as a reading resource tool and know basic
grammatical terminology in Russian in order to recognize dictionary
abbreviations.

To read aloud with proper intonation demonstrating awareness of
meaning.

To read materials in Russian which have a vocabulary and level of
difficulty commensurate with the individual student's interests
and abilities.

Suggested Activities

Extensive reading aloud to practice good intonation.

Extensive reading outside class for expansion of vocabulary.

Student reports to the class ideas gained from outside reading.

Evaluating Process

The evaluating process should include testing that corresponds to the
various objectives and activities listed above, including appropriate means
for testing achievements in independent and/or individualized study.

The student's reading performance should be evaluated not only in terms
of comprehension of the material read, but also for intonation, pronunciation,
and overall fluency.

Multiple choice of true-false items on outside readings.

Questions and answer tests of various kinds for comprehension.

Checklist-type evaluation of student's intonation and pronunciation.

WRITING

Leorning Objectives

Student should be able:

.rr,!otly idiJmatic Iltruct in written work.

To write short original passages using familiar vocabulary and
correct constructions.
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inf:)rmi 1.11A Ititters vt..afab!..lar,

and cuniat-!

write s'avaaries of material read.

ggsted. Aotivitie3

;Itudent does directed writing, changing the familiar to the formal,
participial clauses into relative clauses, direct speech into
indirect speech. Materials selected for this purpose should not
exceed the minimum levels of difficulty, unless individual student's
abilities warrant greater difficulty. Tndividualized work then
determines the activity.

1TO TM nenaemb?
nenaeTe?

On neerAa ronopnT npaBny.
On cKa3an, 4TO OH licerna roaopmT npaagy.

note2 in l';u.lsian or, reading material or lecture aul
,,ame in Russian.

",.d.n a friend in Russian.

"tkeZ3 1 (lir: tAt, :Jr: recombined T.at

lettt!r ordering books, magazines, GI*

:. = yment; seeking information from authoritie:;.

.!. -',

:? on recombined material.

1.articipial clauses into relative clauses.

:::arb4MK, 4:4T3P)MS0 KH1try, eTyReHT.
..lanb4111, KOTOpM:: queraeT Knor,y, cTyneKT.

roBopmn c timTammu6i ra3eTy.

ir-ct 3 oe.11.

Cu cxa3an: "1 338Tpa Gyn:' B ropone."
rH 4TO OH 3aBTpa 6!fleT B ropone.

I ,' ..r ,rtaluat. no

L; t .; Ary i, n.rL i on, i...n,

... :



GRAMMAR

Learning Ajectives

Students should be able:
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To decline nouns, pronouns, adjectives in all cases, singular and
plural, and to demonstrate the correct noun-adjective agreement.

To understand and correctly use basic formations of degrees of
comparison of adjectives and adverbs.

To understand and correctly use prefixed verbs of motion.

To know most of the frequently used prepositions and the cases
which they govern.

To understand and reproduce constructions of relative clauses.

To recognize adjectival and adverbial participles, and to under-
otand their functions.

To have control of the basic requisites for changing direct speech
into indirect speech: change of person, change of verb tense,
conjunctions, particles.

To construct various types of subordinate clauses.

To construct indirect questions.

To demonstrate an awareness of different ways of expressing the
passive.

Suggested Activities

Teacher prebents new material using blackboard and charts.

Otudents participate in oral and written structure drills.

Students study individually or in small groups using study sheets.

Students practice structure analysis on material in textbook.

:racess

students rf-qrite a simple conversation into indirect discourse.

coml.lef,e teat items in which they supply the corroct n..)rm

,):. any rt' the prefixed verbs of motion.

:7imLle sentences into s..1ntences containing

re]v-ivt!
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Students demonstrate knowledge of all declensional endings through
directed rewriting of textual passages, composition, grammatical
lna:ysis. lyteinative fill-in and completion items are also
appropriate.

CULTURE

Learning Objectives

Students should be able:

To evaluate the authenticity of statements made regarding Russian
culture.

To relate Russian culture to our own society and to other disciplines.

To sense Russia's contribution to the world of literature, science,
art, music, dance.

Su bested Activities

Students are assigned specific readings on cultural topics; in
classroom discussion, they practice the application of evaluative
techniques as indicated above.

Students listen to lectures, or read about famous Russians, about
important places or events in the history u: Russia or its national
life.

Students listen to recordings of music by Russian composers.

Students discuss cultural items based on films, filmstrips, and
other resources depicting Russian life.

Evaluation Process

Identification tests of various kinds ar- appropriate: picture
identifications of famous places, buildings, art objects; identi-
fication of musical pieces and/or composers, stories, and authors;
events in the national life of Russia.

Tests involving descriptions of famcv,s places, buildings, art
objects, events.

FOURM YEAR

LISTENING AND SPEAKING

Learning Objectives

3t.Idents sh,puld be

To comprehend recordings of native speakers on topics similar to
or related to class readings.
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To distinguish nuances of meaning indicated by different emphases
and intonation.

,.:-.7rhen1 film .1111111 srloks when viewing films specially geared
to facilitating aural comprehension such as travelogues and
dramatizations of stories.

To varticipate in spontaneous discussion of topics related to class
readings, films, elnd extra-curricular activities with appropriate
questions, answers or rejoinders.

To summarize short anecdotes, narratives, film sound tracks.

To carry on a sustained conversation on familiar topics.

:luixested Activities

students view film and subsequently discuss content.

Students go through oral exercises that implement change of meaning
through different emphases and intonations.

KaK off cAenan 3T0?
KaK OH cAenan 3T0?
KaK OH camp 3T0?
KaK OH cAenan 3T0?

Bbl 3maeTe, ero mnaAwmk 6paT nm 3TO cAenan?
Bm 3maeTe, 3T0 nm cAenan ero mnamiuM 6pa'r?
BbI amaeTe, cAenan nm 3T0 ero mnaxtunik 6paT?

Discuss topics related to class materials, films, or other realia
with questions and answers.

Read and re-tell anecdotes.

Carry on a sustained conversation on familiar topics.

Evaluation Process

Tests involving comprehension of material heard or read could be
in question-answer form.

Have student present oral summaries of recorded conversations, reports
on films, or stories read.

GRAMMAR AND WRITUG

OW,,eiv os

, .* :7 T. .: I 1' 1.1' 1..'

vi71nced cramma*Acal constructions 's written work,
underas,iins that s_;en constructions rarely exist in the spoken

-% r
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punctuate correctly.

recognize and use in written work the subjunctive and the

f)rm and ;18 ocrretly the imperatives.

write letters usinl the appropriate for= and language.

..;t,4dent writes stricture drills and analyzes sentence structure.

:tulent punctuates correctly dictated sentences.

:!..aent rec.-.4nizes and uses the subjunctive and the conditional
in written form.

IOOCb, He ynan nm 6m BaHs.
Nowna tm T3epa Tenepb norynRTb.
ComHeBamcb, 11110,5M MRaH Hanmcan mme.
2 timTan 6M, HO y MPHR HeT moire,
Ecnm 614 oHa nonoznana, oHa yrImAena Gm ero.

t...11int forms and uses correctly the imperative in written work.

He Kywa!,Te TaK mHoro!
locmoTpm B OKHO:
OTBeIM: Ha sonpoc!
VynRMTe KaNuaw neHb:

:"*...1 -nt writes letters and summaries of stories using correct

flval'Iattcn

all known ,Trammatical structures in written work.

rltiric, choice tests requiring the selection of correct
wri'4en fora.].

s:udn"s eerrroz itions an! letters for correct written forms.

CULTURE

!," : 7 r T-Tr?3,-yr:t

A: .- b,!..-ir! historical dewqopments and trw
Fro2nt-day



1s?Tminte.1 with ma.!;:r asv-ecto of the culture, geography, and customs
of th,, !n1R.

muterirtl I:ertaininc; to
4.;.1!;:

matriql

1%1: , ,

Jtudi and n)i..orts on famous Russian people.

si-akers.

r.valua*!:n :roc.=::3

t.laent writes in English on a specific aspect of Russian life.

:7tlident names and reperts either orally or in written form on a
ramous R.Issian author, painter or composer.

:'tudent reports on independent study material as assigned by
teacher.

Student traces Russian history and identifies main events leading
to present day Russia.

:Itudent prepares a map of the USSR showing physical features,
political boundaries, and economic resources.

Teach,.2r presentaion.

G:rcitp teachini7.

7,11,ortory experience.

s
i..r.t. .: . A17. i rlr't iron.
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INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

teaching of i;u:isiar. in grades nine through twelve can be individ-

ualized in respect co learning rate, method, course content and/or instruc-

tional objectives. Since the first few weeks of beginning instruction

involve teaching basic phonetic contrasts and sound-symbol correspondences

which all students must master during this period, individualization will

be restricted primarily to pacing.

As the students progress, however, learning activity packets or modules

must allow them to tailor their programs to their individual needs and

interests. For example, a student may choose between either a deductive or

an inductive approach to a unit on Russian structure. By selecting the

corresponding learning activity packets, students can emphasize particular

language skills, such as oral fluency or -eading ability to meet their

needs or interests.

FIFTH-YEAR ADVANCED PLACEMENT

At this point, the student should be offered maximum opportunity to

pursue his individual needs and interests. Some students will prefer to

follow the prescribed Advanced Placement Programs, while others are more

interested in contempory events, scientific Russian, or commercial Russian.

Individualized programs and mini-courses are the best means for meeting

tnese needs with ;resent teaching resources.

RESOURCE MATEF.IALS

Basic:

Fayer, Mischa H., Basic Russian, 2nd ed. (New York: Pitman

Publishing Corp., s.d.).

Liapunov, Marina, A-LM Russian (New York: Harcourt, Brace

Jovanovich, 1970).

0,rt,...ementary:

Bcatova, q., practical Russian, 3rd ed., (Moscow: Foreign

Language i-ublishing House, 1960).

Bond, Otto, et. al., eds., Graded Russian Readers (Boston:

D. C. Heath, 1962) .

Ohekhov, A. F., The Cherry Orchard (London: Bradda Books,

1)62).

, Kashtar.ka (Moscow: Detgiz, 1960).
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Clement, Alexis, Learning Russian Through Humor (New York:
Pitman Publishing Corp., 1962).

Fever, Mischa, and Aron Pressman, Simplified Russian Grammar
(New York: Pitman Publishing Corp., 1963).

Fennell, J. L. I., The Pen uin Russian Course (Baltimore:
Penguin Books, 19-1 .

Geis, Darlene, ed., Let's Travel in the Soviet Union (Chicago:
Children's Press, 1964).

Gogol, N. V., The Overcoat (London: Bradda Books, 1963).

Grimm, The Brothers, The Bremen Musicians (Moscow:
Detskaya, 1966).

Harley, N., Start Russian by Talking (London: Bradda Books, 1963).

Harper, Kenneth E., ed., New Voices: Contemporary Soviet Short

Stories (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1966).

Hingley, Ronald, ed., Soviet Prose (New York: Pitman Publishing

Corp., 1959).

Iwanik, John, ed., Russian Short Stories (Boston: D. C. Heath,

1962).

Katzner, Kenneth, A Russian Review Text (New York: Random House,

1962).

Maltzoff, Nicholas, Russian Readings and Conversation (New York:

Pitman Publishing Corp., 1959).

Marshak, S., Mister Twister (Moscow: Foreign Language Publishing

House, 1959).

Novash, Michael, Rodnoye Slowo (Lakewood, N. J.: Slavic School

Book Co., s.d.).

Pargment, Lila, Beginner's Russian Reader (New York: 'itman

Publishing Corp., 1963).

Poltoratzky, M., iussian, Second Book, Civilization (Milwaukee:

The Bruce Publishing Co., 1965).

Russkaia kul'tura (Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing

Co., 1965).

u.lkina, 1. Y., A Short Russian Reference Grammar (Moscow:

Foreign Language Publishing House, 1960).
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Pushkin, A. S., Evgenij Onegin (London: Bradda Books, 1962).

, Selected Verse and Prose, trans. by John Fennel

---TBaltimore: Penguin Books, 1964).

Reavey, G., ed., The New Russian Poets (New York: October House,

1968).

Rice, T. A., A Concise History of Russian Art (New York: Fred-

erick A. Praeger, Inc., 1963).

Robinson, Geroid T., Rural Russia Under the Old Regime (New

York: The Macmillan Co., 1949).

Rubin, Rose, and M. Stilman, eds., A Russian Song Book
(New York: Random House, s.d.).

Scholastic Book Services, The Soviet Union (New York:
Scholastic Book Services, 1962).

Stilman, Galina, and W. E. Harkins, Introductory Russian
Grammar (Waltham, Vass.: Blaisdell Publishing Co., 1964).

Stilman, Leon, Russian Verbs of Motion (New York: Columbia

University Press, 1963).

Swick, Edward, Vacation in Moscow (New York: McGraw-Hill,

1966).

Turgenev, I. S., MUMU (London: Bradda Books, 1963).

Turkevich, Ludmilla B. and V. Tschebotarioff Bill, eds., Russian
Readers (Princeton, N. J.: Van Nostrand and Co., 19627--

Vilgelmina, A. A., The Russian Verb, Aspect and Voice (Moscow:
Foreign Language Publishing House, 1963).

Yacobson, H., Ccnversational Russian (Boston: D. C. Heath,

1)65).
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RUSSIAN - Junior and Communi*.y College

In formulating programs for junior and community colleges, courses

should be geared to the needs, interests, and abilities of the students.

Because students enter college with a variety of preparations and back-

grounds in language study, individually prescribed instruction is vitally

important. Teachers should conduct personal interviews with students to
ascertain their particular interests and accommodate the learning objectives

to their needs.

The basic language objectives are the same as those for the junior and
senior high schools, lif:tening-comprehension, speaking, reading, and
writing, emphasizing the cultural aspects of Russia and the Soviet Union,

both paot and present. These objectives can best be accomplished by pro-
ln opportunity to use the Russian language in a genuine cultural

coritox',.

The -.;.Cdo'lines for the two-year college Program in Russian are divided

=rosT-mq.inr to threo phases of instruction. Phasc3

bccinnini: and int-u-liediatt seq4oncn, and 1.1,4r

Idunts enter mg with auvanc,2d
q. .7 ::

1.! ,.')Wini

:..**. i.e..; t.... .

..' : r..: , ri : I

:.. " r:. 7 ; r...

: , .!:' r .

,

: r

:. .

!'.:. r1;7, h,!;11.
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Shopping for toiletries, clothing, and food.

Cc,lors.

Ordering a meal.

Directions and travel.

Re!n-at,ioual atAivities."

1.di

l'!adonts should be able:

Writinc

Tc r, ad ramiliar material orally with acceptable pronunciation
fzni

To comprehend reading selections composed of previously studied
vocabulary and structures in a recombined form.

T.D give the Enc:lish translation of underlined words or phrases
in paragraphs or sentences from selections previously read.

Within the context of the 1,000 to 1,200 word minimum vocabulary, and
within th- grammatical and syntactical limitations of Phase I Russian, the
student should be able:

To reproduce sentences dictated by the teacher.

To respond to questions asked orally in Russian by writing an
appropriate sentence in Russian.

Tc restate short dialogs and narratives.

To translate 3entence2 from Englisn to Russian.

Grammar

:7td,nt, si::LL,1 have basic cow:rol of the following structures of
Russian:

The :wo verb conjwations, mixed-conjugation verbs, and the few
archaisr-- encountere.d in standard speech.

The imrerfct and perfective aspects.

cmoTpem / nocmoirpem
imBaTE / .aaTb

paTb / B3FITb

/4 i
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The past, present, and future tenses.

The indicative, imperative, and ccnditional forms.

Verbal adjectives and verbal adverbs (adjectival and adverbial 4:1°

participles).

High frequency verbs governing cases other than the accusative.

Verbs of locomotion: "walking" and "vehicle" verbs.

The declensional patterns, in all six cases, singular and plural,
of masculine, neuter, feminine I, and feminine II nouns, with
both hard and soft stems, and such irregular forms as the
neuters, the MIR REDUimasculines, and the eHOK aTa
masculines.

Cardinal numerals.

The declensional patterns of relative, personal, reflexive,
reciprocal, and interrogative pronouns.

KOTOpieg OH - KTO RTO
xoToporo ero ce6a Icor° hero
xoTopomy emy ce6e nomy nemy
xoTopuR ero ce6a icor° MTO
xoTopum am co6oR xem gem
xoTopom Hem ce6e KOM gem

The declension patterns of possessive, demonstrative, definite,
and interrogative-possessive (qem ) pronoun-adjectives.

The declension patterns of hard and soft adjectives, orthographi-
cally "mixed" adjectives, and ordinal numerals.

Comparison of adjectives and adverbs.

6ucTpo / 6ucTpee / 6onee 6ucTpuR
6oraTuR / dorage / meHee 6oraTuR

High Frequency prepositions which govern the genitive, dative,
accusative, instrumental, and locative cases.

Standard word-order, grouping of elements within the clause.

The construction of subordinate clauses.

The basic noun suffixes and their meaning.

Multiple negatives.

OH Himorna He padoTaeT.

411,-°")
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Culture

Every effort should be made to acquaint the students with:

The past and present system of values in the foreign culture, which
affects family, society, economy, politics, and education in the
Soviet Union.

The ways in which these values affect everyday life.

The ways in which natives respond to common situations, such as
greetings, compliments, and condolences in authentic social
situations.

The most important differences between polite American behavior and
polite behavior by a Soviet Russian in the same circumstances.

The basic historical development of Russia and the influence of
the past upon present-day Soviet life.

The geography of the Soviet Union and its various regions.

Suggested Activities

Careful utilization of the materials and exercises presented in
the text, both orally and in written form, in class as well as in
homework assignments.

Maximtl utilization of language laboratory facilities using the
tapes designed to accompany the text book and supplementary
material designed by the teacher.

Utilization of slides and films in both Russia) and English, in
order to integrate into the course language material and cultural
insights.

Presentation in class of reports on topics chosen by the students.

Evaluation Process

Although every performance by a student in the classroom provides an
opportunity for evaluation of his progress, freq'ient quizzes provide the
student an opportunity to review and to reenforce his knowledge of Russian.
Such quizzes might be oral or written, and might include multiple choice,
true-false, question-answer, or translation items.

Listening

Students

PHASE II

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

S eakin

should be able:
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To follow a lecture, conversation, or film based on the vocabulary
they have studied.

To converse informally with a speaker of Russian.

To speak with comprehensible pronunciation and intonation to a
native-speaker.

To answer questions in Russian about the material they e studying.

To converse about everyday situations.

To express in simple Russian their ideas on matters of interest to
them.

Reading

Students should be able:

To read aloud with accuracy the material they are studying.

To read material in a variety of styles.

To read for meaning narrative passages of average difficulty with
minimum use of the dictionary.

To understand the concept of "word families" and infer meanings
from familiarity with the roots.

To do close reading of short assigned passages, demonstrating
precise understanding of content and syntax.

Writing

Students should be able:

To write an informal letter in Russian.

To summarize in simple Russian reading material previously
assigned.

To translate accurately into Russian idiomatic English sentences.

To write correctly short compositions in Russian.

Grammar

While maintaining command of all grammar covered in Phase I through
continuous review, students should gain mastery of the following areas:

Forms of less frequently used nouns, verbs, and conjunctions.
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Verb prefixes and their meanings.

yX0AMTID / BMX0ATATb / BX0A1Tb / nepexonwn

' Active use of the various compounds of the verbs of locomotion,
carrying, and bringing.

' Various ways to express the passive.

Ty? npoAamT raaeTue
B 3TOM paRoue nponaaomiTen yrOnb.
nava 6una npomma icynuoii.

' The proper use of quantifiers: adverbs versus adjectives for
"Many", "few".

' Declension of cardinal numerals.

' Patterns of agreement in numeral-plus-noun combinations, depending
on the syntactic function.

Patterns of agreement in numeral-plus-adjective-plus-noun com-
binations, depending on the syntactic function.

' Less frequently used prepositions.

' Various types of subordinate clauses.

' Changing direct speech into .ndirect speech.

' Construction of indirect questions.

' Finer points of grammar, for examplegTO6bi clauses containing
infinitives versus RT0614 clauses containing past tense con-
structions.

Proper tense and aspect in subordinate clauses.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Student Activities

Engage the teacher and other class members in an exchange of the
day's happenings.

Prepare a resume and practice it aloud in order to deliver it to
the class smoothly and clearly.

Prep;Ire and present skits and dialogs.

Listen to Russian language radio programs, and use every opportunity
to see Russian films.

r-rb



Read both familiar and new material aloud to develop bitter

pronunciation and intonation.

Write character sketches to build vocabulary and to increase

knowledge of adjectives.

Take advantage o! every opportunity to use hessian outside the
classroom.

Teaching Strategies

Create an atmosphere where spoken Russian is both expected and
enjoyed.

Conduct as much of the class as possible in Russian.

Speak in Russian as often as possible with individual students.

Utilize visual aids to provide a basis for Russian conversation.

Utilize visits by native speakers as subjects of interviews in

class.

Prepare special materials for students who need remedial or
advanced work.

Promptly evaluate oral and written expression.

Be available to students who need special help, guidance, or

practice.

EVALUATION PROCESS

Some specific forms of evaluating students' progress include:

Essay tests on reading selections.

Compositions on assigned topics or student-selected subjects.

Oral presentation of dialogs and skits.

Impromptu talks on topics suggested by the teacher.

Imformative talks given with aids such as slides, films, and
other visuals.

Oral or written reports on outside reading.

Summaries of movies, short stories, letters to a friend.

PHASE III

A typical class may consist of students who have completed the preceding

I' 1
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phases of Russian in high school, transfer students desiring humanities
credit, or language majors. Consequently, this Phase is bound to be more
sttdent-centered than Phase I or Phase II. Programs should be personalized
and individually guided.

Despite such diversity, Phase III should include most of the following
general objectives. Students should be able:

To understand all previously studied material when it is recombined.

To discuss cultural topics in Russian.

To distinguish nuat..:es of meaning arising from different intonations.

I'D demonstrate the ability tc comprehend long and complex sentences
when presented orally.

To increase vocabulary comprehension, active and passive, through
reading.

To recognize the variety of ways in which the main Mimes of the
culture are reflected in everyday patterns of living.

To show an awareness of how age, sex, social class, and area of
residence affect language use

To demonstrate their ability to understand the present-day role
of religious and political groups in the Soviet Union.

To evaluate the authenticity of statements made regarding Russian
culture.

To understand the role of nationalities within the Soviet Union.

To understand the role of education in Soviet society.

To relate aspects of Russian-Soviet culture, in oral and written
work, to various disciplines of learning; i.e., the social studies
and humanities.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Listening to taped Russian language broadcasts.

Listening to recorded dramatic performances or readings of
literary passages.

Intensive conversation practice.

A combination of conversation and composition.

Take notes in Russian.
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Visual aids, handouts, programmed instruction packets, and such
materials as are available in packet form from AATSEEL may be

useful.

Cultural concepts may best be presented by the utilization of
slides, films, tapes and records. Students who have studied or
traveled in the Soviet Union should be given the opportunit:r to
talk about their experiences.

Individual students may present reports on specific topics of
interest to them.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Most of tho titles given as resource materials for grades 9-12 are
also appropriate for Community College students.
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